2nd Grade Newsletter

 November 11-15

Word Work
 Students continued their word study on the list
they had last week. The skills on which we focused
are, phonemes, syllables, and word patterns
according to your child’s individual list.New lists will
be distributed on Monday.

Reading
In whole group Language Arts, the class
is focusing on identifying nouns, verbs
and adjectives. A noun is a person, place
or thing, and an action verb shows action.
Students also continued with small
groups. Ask your child what they read in
their small groups this week.

Math
Students are learning to add two digit
numbers with and without regrouping.
They are also practicing to tell time to
the nearest ½ hour. Please practice
this with your children at home.

I(ntervention)-E(nrichment) Time
Twice a week, the second grade will have IE time. During
this time, children will either work on skills that they have
not yet mastered or will have an enrichment activity based
on the skills they have mastered.
Each week the groups will be fluid
based on mastery of skills.
.

Alice in Wonderland at Radford University
Due to the limit in tickets we received, we can only take 3
parents per classroom. This will be decided on a first
come first serve basis. We are sorry for any
inconvenience.

Science (From Mrs. Meadows)
We are working on a unit on observations using our
five senses. We will continue learning about the
seasons and how they affect living organisms.
Writing (From Mrs. York)
The children’s choice of writing. Has
been published and are on display in
our hall. Come on down and see
what wonderful authors your children
are.
Social Studies
(From Mrs. Dunnigan)
We have been studying about the Lakota. The
children learned about the region in which they lived,
the type of home and occupations they had, as well
as their modes of transportation.
Please remember that we will
have outdoor recess
everyday, weather
permitting. Please make sure
your child has appropriate
clothing for play.

Monday, November 18-Field Trip to Alice in
Wonderland
Thursday, November 21-STEAM night 6:00-7:30
Friday, November 22-Silly Hat or Hair Day
Tuesday, November 26-1:15 Early Release
Wednesday-Friday, November 27-29-No School
Thanksgiving Break

